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A new book of pictures by Robyn
Stacey, one of Australia’s finest
photographers, published by
Cambridge University Press, is a
first of its kind. Stacey, along
with writer Ashley Hay, throws
open the doors of the National
Herbarium of New South Wales
at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Sydney, to reveal the secret
history of Australia’s flora.
Herbarium tells the stories about
the nature of collecting, those
who collected, what they
collected and when, and also
provides the scientific
background to each of the
specimens photographed by
Stacey. A list of botanical notes
provides a unique link between
the specimens and their
collectors.
Key to the establishment of
this unique collection of
specimens was J.H. Maiden who
took over as head of Sydney’s
Botanic Gardens in 1896. The
gardens were in poor shape with
a virtually non-existent
herbarium, as the previous
director had sent most
specimens to England for
classification. Maiden was well
aware that the collection was
missing the original specimens
that had sparked Europe’s
interest in the continent and its
plants collected by Joseph
Banks and Daniel Solander
during 1770, held in London.
Maiden, however, made his
own initial contribution. In his
previous post at the
Technological Museum in
Sydney he had developed an
impressive herbarium of many
species of commercial interest.
He brought some of his
collection to the Botanic
Gardens and was determined to
build there a collection of
outstanding importance. As
Maiden saw it, a botanic garden
could not function without the
support of a rich herbarium. The
scientific reputation he wanted
to build for his institution
depended on such support, and
he planned a large reputation
indeed.
The only solution was to
collect from the field and from
other institutions. He wrote to
Kew Gardens with the simple
plea: “Will you help me?”
He eventually decided to head
for London himself and
marvelled at the specimens held
at the British Museum. But he
thought it was time for some of
these specimens to use ‘the
return half of their ticket’ back to
Australia. Turning to the
department’s keeper, he begged
for a few duplicates. “I will give
you a few with pleasure when we
distribute them,” the keeper said.
Five years later a large parcel
containing specimens of 586
species collected in 1770 arrived
in Sydney.
With these additions Maiden
was now confident that his
National Herbarium of New
South Wales stood as one of the
best herbaria in the world. I have
transformed the Sydney Botanic
Gardens ‘from a mere
horticultural establishment, as I
found it, to a botanical
establishment in addition, and
scientific men throughout the
world now recognize Sydney as
one of the principal botanical
centers of the world’, he wrote.
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A palmate-leaved Diplocyclos: Collected by Joseph Banks and Daniel Solander,
1770. (Photograph: Robyn Stacey.)
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In the subsequent 20 years as
the garden’s director, Maiden
seized every opportunity to
improve the herbarium. Even
internationally destructive events
such as World War I provided
unexpected additions: one
soldier alone donated 300
specimens from Palestine. And a
further parcel from Kew revealed
58 acacia and 23 eucalypt
specimens collected between
1816 and 1839.
Maiden was also occupied by
several enormous scholarly
projects: there was work on
acacias, a project on the
country’s earliest botanical
collectors, a forest flora for New
South Wales and a complete
critical revision of the genus
Eucalyptus. Eucalypts fascinated
him. He once described them as
‘wild, untamed things, like the
native bears and opossums
which frequent their branches’.
After his retirement, Maiden
continued corresponding,
working on eucalypts, and
writing articles. But within a
decade of his death in 1925, a
combination of economic
depression and waning interest
in taxonomy led to a decline in
the status of the herbarium. But
later years saw something of a
revival which this book hopes
firmly to cement.
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Tropical Banksia: Collected by Joseph Banks and Daniel Solander, 1770. (Pho-
tograph: Robyn Stacey.)
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Phylogeography [1] is a young
and fast-growing field that
analyses the geographical
distribution of genealogical
lineages. It grew out of the new
techniques of the 1980s that
made it possible to determine
DNA sequence variation from
individuals across a species
range, and hence to reconstruct
gene genealogies. The spatial
relationships of such genealogies
may be displayed geographically
and analysed to deduce the
evolutionary history of
populations, subspecies and
species. In particular, the
technical accessibility of
mitochondrial (mt)DNA sequences
in animal species kindled and
fuelled this new field. Today, a
range of DNA techniques,
combined with new analytical
methods and recent
palaeoclimatic and geological
studies are providing important
insight into the distribution of
genetic diversity around the
globe, and how it evolved.
DNA methods
Animal phylogeography is
dominated by mtDNA, while plant
phylogeography is dominated by
chloroplast (cp)DNA. For both
plants and animals, however,
other DNA sequences and marker
systems are available, and there
is an increasing awareness of the
rewards offered by these. Sex-
specific markers within both
plants and animals can help to
shed light on any historical
differences in demography
between the sexes, and this has
been a particularly informative
approach for studies of human
phylogeography. For deeper
phylogenetic history, more slowly
evolving sequences are needed,
while for recent events, perhaps
measured only in tens of
thousands of years, more variable
or more quickly evolving markers
are required.
